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Orion Exeor explained: “Jamal Gibson’s talent was unparalleled in the world at the time. I
have studied Estcliff gossip and feng shui mysteries all my life, and I can only achieve the
same level of accomplishments as him in this area.”

“In addition to the Book of Changes, Eight Diagrams, Feng Shui mystery, he is also proficient
in many metaphysical mysteries, among which there are both good and evil, and his overall
attainments are far beyond me!

“So, if it’s not a masterpiece, no one can learn all of Jamal Gibson’s skills.”

“Because of this, his three true disciples at the time all had their own priorities.”

“Some people focus on feng shui mystery, some people focus on esoteric axioms, and Felix
focuses on it. It is to raise Gu to lower the head.”

“In the field of metaphysics, Yang Gu is called sorcery, that is, evil way. Among them, Yang Gu
is the most vicious.”

“When Jamal Gibson was alive, Felix was able to suppress the evil thoughts in his heart and
prevent him from doing evil, but after Jamal Gibson died, this person completely freed
himself, became an accomplice of the rich, and killed many enemies and competitors for the
rich. , So it has long been notorious.”

Charlie frowned, smacked his lips, and asked: “MR. Exeor, what is the relationship between
this man and Jamal Gibson’s school and the other two true disciples of Jamal Gibson? I
wonder if I will kill him by then, and I stabbed him. Hornet’s nest, provoke a group of annoying
guys?”

Orion Exeor said truthfully: “Although Jamal Gibson is an outstanding talent. But he has no
future in his life. After he did not ask questions in his later years, the school has lost its
backbone and gradually fell apart. Otherwise, Felix would not leave Hong Kong and go to the
UK. So there is no need to worry about the martial arts side.”

Then, he said: “As for the relationship between his other two true disciples and Felix. To be
honest, I don’t know too well. The Fengshui masters in Hong Kong were used by the big
powers in the later period, so their character and reputation were generally not too great.
Okay, so Master Wade, you should be more careful.”

Immediately afterwards, Orion Exeor continued: “I remember his other two true disciples, one
named Zander and the other named Jack Yaleman.”

“Jack Yaleman?!”

Charlie’s pupils suddenly shrank, and he thought to himself.



“Unexpectedly… the Hong Kong metaphysical master Jack Yaleman who was struck to death
by himself with lightning turned out to be Felix’s senior brother! It’s really something!”

Orion Exeor, who was on the other side of the ocean, didn’t know the change in Charlie’s
expression at this time.

He said on the phone: “Master wade, you must be careful about the Felix, and at the same
time pay attention to your side to see if there are people named Zander and Jack Yaleman
around. Jamal Gibson had countless fans around him, but It’s just that these three true
disciples have really learned some abilities, but the others are not enough.”

Charlie quickly thanked him and said, “Thank you, MR. Exeor, I will be more careful.”

Orion Exeor said again: “Also, that Felix has an extremely weird character and an extremely
insidious person, and the natal Gu worm he raised is said to have been raised for 20 years.
Except for the first year, that thing has grown up by drinking his blood. The next day will
depend on eating the brains of living people. It is extremely dangerous. Master Wade must be
extra cautious.”

When Charlie heard this, a cold light flashed in his eyes!

In this year of Felix, the Gu worms that were raised depended on eating human brains raw,
which was simply damaging!

So, he said, “MR. Exeor, rest assured, the day Felix met me was the day when the evil ended! I
will definitely leave him and his Gu worms in Aurous Hill this time!”
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